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Abstract
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Sexual dimorphism often constitutes the largest phenotypic variance within species but it is
puzzling how sexual dimorphisms evolve because most of the genome is shared between the
sexes. Sexually antagonistic (SA) selection on a shared genome sets the stage for intralocus
sexual conflict. In this thesis, I investigate the genetic basis of sexual size dimorphism (SSD)
in the seed beetle Callosobruchus maculatus to understand which mechanisms facilitate sex-
specific trait evolution. I combine quantitative genetics with artificial selection to examine how
shared and sex-specific genetic variances dictate the evolvability of SSD under different forms
of selection and test the hypothesis that SA selection maintains shared genetic variance while
fueling the evolution of increased sex differences. Using genomic approaches, I identify the Y
chromosome in C. maculatus, investigate how it contributes to SSD, and explore signatures of
sex-specific dominance in gene expression as a potential mechanism to alleviate sexual conflict.

While both sexes largely share autosomal genetic variance underlying body size, I find
significant differences in dominance and sex-linked additive genetic variances that facilitate
rapid responses in SSD to male-limited and especially SA selection. Compared to sex-limited
directional selection, SA selection maintains more additive and particularly female specific
dominance genetic variance. Further, I detect sex-specific dominance in expression of genes
associated with SA traits in C. maculatus. These results are compatible with predictions that
sex-specific dominance may be central to maintaining genetic variance under, and evolve in
response to, SA selection.

Despite its degeneration, Y-linked additive genetic variance has a large effect on male
size, mirrored in rapid male limited responses to artificial selection, which depleted Y-linked
genetic variance. Isolating the effect of the Y chromosome by introgressing different Y lineages
into an isogenic background, reveals two distinct Y haplotypes responsible for changing SSD
by 30%. Long-read sequencing and assembling the majority of the previously unknown Y
chromosome in C. maculatus identified that – while both sexes share an autosomal deeply
conserved eukaryotic growth regulator target of rapamycin (TOR) – males carry additional TOR
copies on the Y chromosome, which to our knowledge is the first description of TOR on a
sex chromosome. This suggests that male specific regulation of growth through a private TOR
underlies the overall sexual size dimorphism in C. maculatus. In accordance with this, I identify
TOR copy number variation between the Y haplotypes, where the Y haplotype associated with
the more pronounced SSD harbors two additional TOR copies.
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Introduction 

Sexual conflict 
While the sexes ultimately share the goal to produce offspring, individual 
strategies between males and females may not align, causing friction between 
the sexes, known as sexual conflict (Arnqvist and Rowe 2005). Driven by dif-
ferences in their reproductive strategies grounded in the intrinsic difference in 
gamete investment between males and females – the very definition of ani-
sogamy – females and males often have sex-specific fitness optima for shared 
traits (Andersson 1994; Parker 2006; Schärer et al. 2012). This in turn drives 
the evolution of sexual dimorphism, where males and females differ in their 
phenotype. Fascinatingly, all differences between the sexes, regardless of how 
pronounced they might be, can be thought of as a runaway snowball effect 
initiated by what was initially likely a very small difference in gamete invest-
ment. Sexual dimorphism is common and often represents the largest pheno-
typic differences within species (Fairbairn 2013). However, females and 
males are closely tied to each other by sharing the same genome, and mostly 
rely on an overlapping set of genes that have the same or similar effects in 
both sexes (Lande 1980). This genetic correlation between the sexes can cause 
intralocus sexual conflict, where an allele beneficial in one sex is deleterious 
for the other sex (Bonduriansky and Chenoweth 2009). Intralocus sexual con-
flict plays out over the same locus at different generations (e.g. an autosomal 
allele beneficial in a female will be deleterious to her male offspring) and is 
different from interlocus sexual conflict, which occurs between different loci 
at the same time (Rice and Holland 1997). As an example of interlocus sexual 
conflict, a gene may increase male fitness by manipulating females into in-
vesting increased resources into offspring sired by the focal male, even if this 
harms the female’s lifetime reproductive success by pushing her away from 
the optimal resource investment per offspring. In turn, any gene that bolsters 
resistance to costly male manipulation could have a selective advantage in 
females and counteract the increased fitness of males with the manipulative 
gene. In this thesis, I will focus on intralocus sexual conflict, as a fundamental 
constraint in the evolution of sexual dimorphism (Lande 1980). In contrast, 
interlocus sexual conflict is not directly considered to constrain the evolution 
of sexual dimorphism. However, the arms race driven by interlocus sexual 
conflict likely still plays a central role in the evolution of sexual dimorphism 
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by creating or reinforcing differences in the fitness landscape between females 
and males that are fueling the evolution of sexual dimorphism. 

Even though sexual dimorphism is commonly observed, it is often not clear 
how the sexes can reach different phenotypes in the face of this genetic con-
straint. The intersexual genetic correlation 𝑟 ,  captures how similarly her-
itable genetic variance affects the phenotype in females and males. A high 
positive 𝑟 ,  is expected to cause a correlated response to selection between 
the sexes, which can manifest in intralocus sexual conflict whenever fitness 
optima for a given trait differ between the sexes. In such scenarios, neither sex 
is able to reach its own trait-specific fitness optimum and continues to carry 
deleterious mutations that are advantageous for the other sex. In other words, 
held back by the other, neither sex is reaching their full fitness potential, a 
phenomenon known as gender load (Bonduriansky and Chenoweth 2009; Cox 
and Calsbeek 2009). Selecting for increased sexual dimorphism for traits with 
a high 𝑟 ,  has been difficult, suggesting that a high 𝑟 ,  indeed represents a 
substantial barrier to sexual dimorphism (Delph et al. 2004; Poissant et al. 
2010; Stewart and Rice 2018; Tigreros and Lewis 2011). However, high 𝑟 ,  
has been shown to deteriorate quickly when directly selected against (Delph 
et al. 2011). Thus, if and to what degree 𝑟 ,  constraints the evolution of sex-
ual dimorphism is unknown and may crucially depend on the form of selection 
itself. 

Evolution of sexual dimorphism 
Numerous mechanisms have been proposed that can reduce intralocus sexual 
conflict and facilitate the evolution of sexual dimorphism. Broadly, sexual di-
morphism is facilitated through the evolution of sex-specific gene effects on 
a shared phenotype, sex-specific inheritance of sexually antagonistic genes or 
a combination thereof. 

Sex-specific regulation of shared genes 
The phenotypic effect of a gene is often highly correlated between sexes, and 
even across species. The effect of a gene is usually not directly caused by the 
DNA sequence of the gene, but indirectly through production of a protein that 
the gene encodes for. Hence, in between the heritable DNA sequence of a gene 
to its phenotypic effect there is a cascade of intermediate processes that con-
tribute to the phenotype such as transcribing the gene from DNA to RNA, 
post-transcriptional RNA maturation, translation from RNA into a protein as 
well as post-translational protein modification. Sex specific regulation of gene 
expression (gene transcription) may allow the sexes to utilize the same gene 
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differently in terms of quantity as well as in spatial or temporal transcription 
patterns (Hollis et al. 2014; Veltsos et al. 2017). How similarly a gene affects 
the phenotype in each sex can also be reduced via sex-specific RNA pro-
cessing (McIntyre et al. 2006; Rogers et al. 2021), translation or post-transla-
tional protein modifications (Ellegren and Parsch 2007; Sheng et al. 2014). 

The effect of a gene in diploid organisms usually depends on both copies of 
the gene. If an individual has two different alleles (i.e. is heterozygous for that 
gene), one allele may be dominant over the other allele. Considering a gene A 
that has two different alleles AF and Am, where the female beneficial allele AF 
is completely dominant over the male beneficial allele Am, then individuals of 
genotype AFAF and AFAm will both exhibit the female beneficial phenotype 
while individuals with the AmAm genotype would exhibit the male beneficial 
phenotype. Sex-specificity of this dominance relationship can reduce the sex-
ual conflict if AF is only dominant in females but recessive in males, in which 
case heterozygous males and females alike would benefit from their favorable 
allele (Kidwell et al. 1977). Note that sex-differences in dominance would 
only partially resolve sexual conflict, as the conflict in homozygotes remains 
untouched. 

Sex-specific inheritance patterns in species with genetic sex 
determination 
While the sexes share the vast majority of their genome, unlike autosomal 
chromosomes, the non-recombining regions of the sex chromosomes are in-
herited asymmetrically between the sexes. For the sake of this thesis, I will 
focus on XY sex determination, but similar logic applies to ZW sex-determi-
nation. In C. maculatus females are the homogametic sex with two X chromo-
somes, while males are the heterogametic sex with only one X chromosome 
and one Y chromosome. The X and the Y chromosomes are assumed to have 
originated from an ancestral, autosomal chromosome pair after acquiring the 
sex-determining region, and hence the sex chromosomes share common an-
cestry (Bergero and Charlesworth 2009). 

Due to this unequal distribution, the X chromosome has been proposed as a 
potential hotspot for sexually antagonistic genes when female beneficial al-
leles are dominant over male beneficial alleles (Rice 1984). This is because 
females are diploid for the X and a potential deleterious effect of a recessive 
allele that is beneficial in hemizygous males can be masked by a dominant 
allele beneficial to females and only females that are homozygous for the male 
beneficial allele would bear the cost of its deleterious effect in females. Em-
pirical evidence is however equivocal and it remains inconclusive whether X 
represents a hotspot for sexually antagonistic alleles (Dean and Mank 2014; 
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Fry 2010; Husby et al. 2013; Lund-Hansen et al. 2020; Ruzicka and Connallon 
2020). X linked genes tend to be female biased if dosage compensation of X-
linked genes is lacking or incomplete. In such a case, genes that benefit fe-
males when highly expressed, and males when expressed at a lower level, 
should also accumulate on the X chromosome (Mank et al. 2011). 

Moreover, the Y chromosome is exclusive to males and intralocus sexual con-
flict can be avoided entirely through Y-linkage (Charlesworth and 
Charlesworth 1980; Rice 1996). In fact, the accumulation of sexually antago-
nistic, male beneficial alleles on the Y chromosome close to the sex determin-
ing region has been assumed to be central to the evolution of Y and X recom-
bination suppression (Charlesworth and Charlesworth 1979), which subse-
quently leads to a largely independent evolution of X and Y, reducing the ef-
fective population size (Ne) of both the X but particularly the Y chromosome 
compared to the autosomes. Selection should favor linkage of sexually antag-
onistic, male beneficial alleles with the male sex determining region by sup-
pressing recombination of X and Y in this region (Charlesworth and 
Charlesworth 1979, 2000). Once recombination is halted between the sex 
chromosomes, Y can accumulate additional male beneficial alleles (Ponnikas 
et al. 2018). Yet, the role of the Y chromosome in facilitating the evolution of 
sexual dimorphism has so far been largely neglected (Mank 2012), because 
the Y chromosome commonly degenerated quickly after recombination sup-
pression, restricting the adaptive potential through Y-linked genes (Bachtrog 
2013). While the underlying mechanisms of Y degeneration may be far more 
complex and population specific, degeneration of the Y is assumed to result 
from accumulation of deleterious mutations due to reduced efficacy of selec-
tion. Simply put, recombination enables the reduction of mutational load and 
in the absence of recombination (e.g. the Y chromosome) mutational load may 
accumulate due to genetic hitchhiking (Maynard Smith and Haigh 1974) as 
well as Muller’s ratchet (Felsenstein 1974). As a result, Y chromosomes ac-
crue mutations as well as repetitive elements, are smaller and harbor fewer 
genes than X chromosome (Bachtrog 2013), but see (Hughes et al. 2020; Soh 
et al. 2014). The genes that remain on Y chromosome are often exclusively 
expressed in the testis and assumed to be essential to the male reproduction 
and thus maintained under strong purifying selection. While the accumulation 
of sexually antagonistic alleles is a likely step in the Y chromosome evolution, 
accumulated sexually antagonistic genes may be lost during Y degeneration. 
Additionally, recent theory suggest that accumulation of sexually antagonistic 
genes is not required to favor recombination suppression between X and Y 
(Lenormand and Roze 2022). So far, empirical evidence for Y-linked sexually 
antagonistic genes is sparse. This may suggest that the Y chromosome is in 
fact not enriched for sexually antagonistic genes, however, Y chromosomes 
remain underexplored due to challenges during sequencing and assembly be-
cause of their high repeat content. Y chromosome assemblies that are 
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considered to be complete are lacking and biased towards mammals (Hughes 
et al. 2010, 2020; Janečka et al. 2018; Skaletsky et al. 2003; Soh et al. 2014) 
and one species of Drosophila (Nguyen and Bachtrog 2021). Additionally, the 
lack of identified sexually antagonistic genes on the Y chromosome may be 
partly attributed to the fact that the Y chromosome is exclusively in males and 
hence whether a Y-linked gene would have an antagonistic effect in females 
cannot be tested easily. Introduction of an additional Y chromosome in male 
and female Drosophila melanogaster revealed that Y-linked genes have large 
and wide-ranging effects in females (Branco et al. 2017), suggesting that Y-
linked genes expressed in females push them away from their fitness optima. 
Because Y linked genes only experience selection in males, genes with selec-
tive advantages for males may invade the Y chromosome regardless of its cost 
on females. Consistent with this, Y linked genes have been shown to be harm-
ful to females and drive interlocus sexual conflict (Lund-Hansen et al. 2021). 

Maintenance of genetic variance under sexually 
antagonistic selection 
Directional selection acts on genetic (heritable) variance, which gets depleted 
in the process (Darwin 1859). Similarly, genetic drift that acts regardless of 
fitness can also reduce genetic variance. Both these forces occur simultane-
ously and to what degree the fate of any given allele is shaped by selection or 
by genetic drift depends among other factors upon the fitness difference be-
tween the alleles as well as the Ne. If either the fitness effect or Ne of an allele 
is large, the more likely it is that the fate of an allele is shaped by selection 
rather than drift. 

Yet, while genetic drift and most forms of selection act to deplete genetic var-
iance, observed genetic variance with fitness related traits is often surprisingly 
high (Barton and Keightley 2002; Barton and Turelli 1989; Fisher 1958; 
Houle 1989; Mitchell-Olds et al. 2007), including in the seed beetle C. macu-
latus (Grieshop and Arnqvist 2018). All genetic variance is created through 
mutations, however the relative influx of new genetic variance via mutations 
compared to its depletion through selection and drift – known as the selection 
mutation balance – is often not sufficient to explain the observed genetic var-
iances (Lande 1975; Turelli 1984). Complementary to the selection mutation 
balance, heterosis as well as changes in strength and direction of selection 
itself may maintain genetic variance. The fitness effect of an allele (unless the 
allele is completely inviable) is relative to competing alleles at the same locus. 
However, selection does not simply act on isolated loci but to a substantial 
extent is acting on the level of individuals, hence the fitness effect of each 
allele also depends on the individual’s genotype and on the biotic and abiotic 
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environment. For example, alleles that increase an individual’s camouflage 
ability may only provide a selective advantage in an environment where the 
individual may encounter predators. Different environments can change the 
strength and the direction of selective pressures and thus may maintain genetic 
variance over prolonged time periods. Females and males can be considered 
different environments for an allele and hence particularly autosomal alleles 
may frequently switch between these environments and their associated selec-
tion pressures. Feasibly, the sexes may indeed differ substantially in their sex-
ual as well as natural selection pressures due to differences in reproductive 
strategies and niche occupation (Andersson 1994; Arnqvist and Rowe 2005; 
Cox and Calsbeek 2009; Fairbairn 2013). Taken together, due to high fre-
quency and the potential for large selective differences between the sexes, 
sexually antagonistic selection has been proposed to substantially contribute 
to the maintenance of genetic variance (Connallon and Clark 2012, 2014; 
Kidwell et al. 1977). Sex-specific differences in dominance and particularly 
sex-specific dominance reversal (i.e. where the female beneficial allele is 
dominant in females and the male beneficial allele is dominant in males) make 
maintenance of genetic variance a likely outcome of sexually antagonistic se-
lection (Connallon and Chenoweth 2019; Kidwell et al. 1977). At a first glance 
conditions for sex-specificity in dominance may appear difficult to meet, be-
cause the selective advantage of sex-specific dominance is limited to hetero-
zygous individuals and thus would likely require maintenance of intermediate 
allele frequencies over an extended time period (Fisher 1928; Wright 1929). 
Dominance may arise due to diminishing returns of gene activity to fitness, 
i.e. a concave relationship between genotype and fitness where an additive 
effect of an allele does not linearly translate to fitness gain (Wright 1929). 
When the sexes have different fitness optima such as for sexually antagonistic 
genes, then the concave relationship between gene activity and fitness be-
comes sex-specific and with-it dominance also becomes sex-specific (Fry 
2010). Sex-specific dominance variance reversal of fitness in C. maculatus 
indicates that sex-specific dominance may be ubiquitous in the seed beetle 
(Grieshop and Arnqvist 2018) and suggest that genetic variance is maintained 
through sex-specific dominance (Connallon and Chenoweth 2019). The po-
tential of such sex-specificity in dominance to maintain stable intermediate 
allele frequencies for sexually antagonistic genes as a consequence of the fit-
ness concavity may meet the conditions for Fisher’s initial idea that could give 
rise to sex-specific dominance modifiers. Hence the evolution of sex-specific 
dominance modifiers has been predicted to partially resolve and evolve as a 
consequence of intralocus sexual conflict (Spencer and Priest 2016). 
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Research aims 

What mechanisms enable the evolution of sexual dimorphism in the face of 
the genetic constraint generated by the fact that males and females share the 
majority of their genome? While several potential mechanisms to facilitate 
sex-specific trait evolution have been proposed, empirical evidence is sparse, 
and it remains unclear if and to what degree the evolution of sexual dimor-
phism is enabled through such mechanisms. Sexually antagonistic selection is 
commonly expected to maintain genetic variance, which is supported by the-
ory. However, the maintenance of genetic variance may require either strong 
sexually antagonistic selection or for sexually antagonistic alleles to show sex-
specific dominance. To assess how often these conditions are met is not trivial 
and direct empirical evidence for sexually antagonistic selection to maintain 
genetic variance for the trait under selection is missing. 

The overarching aim of my doctoral thesis is to identify the genetic architec-
ture of sexual size dimorphism in the seed beetle C. maculatus, and more 
broadly explore genetic mechanisms that facilitate the evolution of sexual di-
morphism. Further, we explore signatures of sex-specific dominance and the 
idea that sexually antagonistic selection should maintain genetic variance as-
sociated with the trait under sexually antagonistic selection. The specific chap-
ter aims are listed below: 

Paper I Partitioning and quantifying genetic variance associated with 
phenotypic variance of sexually dimorphic body size based on 
differences in inheritance as well as testing evolvability of sexual 
dimorphism under different sex-specific selection regimes. 

Paper II  Comparing the effect of sex-limited versus sexually antagonistic 
selection on genetic variance associated with body size in both 
females and males and testing the hypothesis that sexually antag-
onistic selection should maintain more genetic variance than sex-
limited directional selection. 
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Paper III Identifying the sex chromosomes and exploring the basic molec-
ular characteristics of the Y chromosome in C. maculatus with 
focus on characterizing genetic differences between two Y hap-
lotypes and identifying candidate genes that underlie the major 
effect of Y-linked genetic variance on sexual size dimorphism. 

Paper IV Empirically exploring the predicted connection between sexual 
antagonism and the evolution of sex-specific dominance modifi-
ers that may ameliorate sexual conflict. 
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Methods 

Here I describe the key materials and methods used in my doctoral thesis, 
more detailed methodology is provided within the respective papers. 

Study organism 
As a common agricultural pest of legumes in arid subtropical regions, the seed 
beetle Callosobruchus maculatus is easy to maintain under controlled labora-
tory conditions that resemble environment of wild pest populations. C. macu-
latus is a promiscuous capital breeder that can finish their reproductive cycle 
using only larval resources. Adult females lay their eggs directly onto legume 
seed pods. Hatched larvae then burrow into the seed pod, that serves both as 
sustenance as well as the larval environment in which they complete their 
whole holometabolous larval development within ~21-25 days (at 29°C, 
12h/12h light/dark cycle and 50% relative humidity). Adults of both sexes 
frequently mate multiple times, but females and males differ in optimal mating 
rate. Intrasexual competition in males over mating opportunities are common 
and males exhibit genital spines that act as an anchor during copulation, pre-
venting dislocation by a competitor (Rönn and Hotzy 2012) as well as increas-
ing their sperm-competitiveness (Hotzy and Arnqvist 2009). Large ejaculates 
containing nutrients and water can benefit females by extending their lifespan 
(Rönn et al. 2006), although they have mixed effects on female fecundity de-
pending on a ejaculate component. In addition, females suffer injuries from 
male genital spines (Hotzy and Arnqvist 2009). In summary, the mating sys-
tem of C. maculatus exhibits ample opportunities for sexual conflict. The 
short generation time enables multigenerational experiments, and numerous 
phenotypic and fitness assays have been performed in C. maculatus revealing 
several sexually antagonistic traits, including key life-history traits such as 
body size, metabolic rate and longevity (Berg and Maklakov 2012; Berger et 
al. 2014, 2016) (demonstrated in the same Lomé population as studied here). 
Additionally, C. maculatus demonstrated a genome wide pattern of domi-
nance reversal for fitness (Grieshop and Arnqvist 2018) and shows genomic 
signatures of balancing selection in genes implicated with sexually antagonis-
tic traits, likely reflecting sexual conflict (Sayadi et al. 2019). 
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Body size (measured as weight throughout this thesis) is sexually dimorphic 
in C. maculatus (Fig. 1); females are about 50% larger than males and benefit 
from increased fecundity due to larger body size, while males benefit from 
increased activity, enabled by their smaller size (Berg and Maklakov 2012; 
Berger et al. 2014, 2016). Body size is a classical quantitative (i.e. highly pol-
ygenic) trait that is closely linked to fitness and many other life-history traits 
in seed beetles (Arnqvist et al. 2022) and across taxa, e.g. the evolutionary rate 
of size correlates positively with speciation rate, putting it to the heart of di-
versification (Cooney and Thomas 2021). 

All C. maculatus study populations used in this study stem from a set of Vigna 
unguiculata seeds that were originally collected from an agricultural field site 
in Lomé, Togo in 2010. Beetles isolated from these seeds were used to found 
41 isofemale lines. Each isofemale line was established by randomly pairing 
a virgin female with a virgin male. Subsequently, a panmictic population was 
formed by pooling 41 isofemale lines, keeping them on Vigna radiata seeds 
at benign conditions (described above) and propagating in mass mating jars 
for over 10 non-overlapping generations prior to experiments. 

 
Figure 1| Sexual dimorphism in the cowpea beetle Callosobruchus maculatus.  
Females (left) are larger and more melanised than males (right). 

Quantitative genetics 
To identify the genetic architecture of body size in C. maculatus in Paper I 
and to quantify changes of genetic variances due to different selection regimes 
in Paper II, I used quantitative genetics. 
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Quantitative genetics allows to partition continuous phenotypic variance 𝑉  
of a trait (i.e. body size variation in C. maculatus here in this thesis) across 
individuals with known relatedness (i.e. breeding pedigree) into its genetic 
𝑉  and environmental variance 𝑉  components using a mixed effect 

model known as the “animal model” (Fisher 1919; Lynch and Walsh 1998). 
Usually, the focus is on 𝑉 , which can be further partitioned into additive 𝑉  
and dominance (co)variances 𝑉  based on differences in the inheritance pat-
tern of genetic effects and allows to calculate the intersexual genetic correla-
tion 𝑟 , . Because the sex chromosomes are inherently unique in their in-
heritance patterns, genetic variances can be further partitioned into autosomal, 
X- and Y-linked genetic variance. While the estimation of X-linked genetic 
variance is often considered and even encouraged in connection with sexual 
dimorphism (Fairbairn and Roff 2006), estimations of Y-linked genetic vari-
ance is almost never explored or at least not reported. This is surprising, given 
that quantitative genetics provides a straightforward opportunity to estimate 
Y-linkage that does not require any prior knowledge about the Y chromosome 
sequence, which can be a major hurdle in genomic studies. In contrast to Y-
linked genetic variance, partitioning between female autosomal dominance 
and X-linked dominance variance is particularly challenging because they 
share very similar inheritance patterns and can only be distinguished through 
specific multigenerational pedigree designs (Fairbairn and Roff 2006). 

Quantitative genetics allows the exploration of the genetic architecture of sex-
ual dimorphism via identification and quantification of sex differences in ge-
netic variances directly associated with the sexually dimorphic phenotype of 
interest (i.e. the genetic variance is estimated from body size, the trait that is 
sexually dimorphic and sexually antagonistic in C. maculatus). The connec-
tion of genomic signatures from molecular data to sexual antagonism is non-
trivial and often limited to indirect association (Dutoit et al. 2018; Kasimatis 
et al. 2017). However, the resolution of quantitative genetics is bound to dif-
ferences in inheritance patterns. For example, while we can utilize quantitative 
genetics to quantify the total sex-specific, autosomal, additive genetic vari-
ance for body size, quantitative genetics does not provide further resolution 
on which or how many autosomal chromosomes, genes or even alleles con-
tribute to the observed variance in body size. 

Particularly additive genetic variances estimated from quantitative genetics 
experiment can be used to predict the evolvability of a trait e.g. (Falconer and 
Mackay 1996) that can be tested via artificial selection. However, genetic var-
iances are specific to the population studied (i.e. estimated genetic variances 
depend on allele frequencies). Thus, predicting the response to selection act-
ing over multiple generations may only be robust under assumptions of the 
infinitesimal model, assuming infinite contributing loci, where short term 
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selection is not expected to change allele frequencies because the individual 
contribution of each individual allele to the selection response is infinitely 
small (Walsh and Lynch 2018) (note that they can still change due to drift 
depending on Ne, see Paper II). In reality, the number of contributing alleles 
is finite and the effects of contributing loci are not infinitely small and can be 
heterogeneous. Selection may thus change the allele frequency of large effect 
loci, which can alter the landscape of genetic variances associated with the 
selected phenotype, limiting the predictability from quantitative genetics 
study to one or few generations. Turning this argument around, changes of 
genetic variances before and after selection may reveal some information 
about the number and heterogeneity of contributing loci, an approach that I 
explore in Paper II. 

The intersexual genetic correlation 𝑟 ,  captures to what degree additive 
genetic variance effects the phenotype in both sexes similarly. 𝑟 ,  is calcu-
lated as the covariance between female and male additive effects standardized 
by the square root of the multiplied male and female additive genetic variance: 

𝑟 ,
𝐶𝑜𝑣 𝐴 ,𝐴

𝑉 , 𝑉 ,
 

Note, that while 𝑟 ,  carries information about the degree of dependency be-
tween the sexes, unlike the covariance, 𝑟 ,  does only contain very limited 
information about the directionality of how males and females are connected. 
In other words, assuming no sex differences in the intercept for a trait, the 
predictive power of 𝑟 ,  is limited to relative but not absolute changes of sex-
ual dimorphism. Considering an example where the average male and female 
body size is 3 mg and 6 mg, respectively and that genetic variance associated 
with male body size causes a perfect positively corelated 𝑟 , 1  response 
in female body size, but the response in females is twice as large as in males 
(i.e. the covariance between males and females is 2). In such a case, when 
male body size is selected to increases to 4 mg, due to the perfect genetic cor-
relation we know that female body size must increase to 8 mg, hence while 
the relative difference between females and males did not change the absolute 
difference between males and females increased. In Paper I, I explore how 
partitioning sex-linked additive genetic variance affects the 𝑟 ,  and discuss 
that particularly Y-linked genetic variance should be considered separate from 
𝑟 ,  when selection cannot target Y-linked genetic variance (i.e. under female 
limited selection). Further, the stability of 𝑟 ,  over multiple generations de-
pends on the stability of the additive genetic variances, which is not guaran-
teed when the number of contributing loci and Ne are finite plus the 𝑟 ,  does 
not capture non-additive genetic variances (e.g. such as dominance variance) 
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as alternative pathways for sexual dimorphism to evolve and may thus often 
not be a suitable predictor for the evolvability of sexual dimorphism (further 
discussed in Paper II). 

Artificial selection 
I used artificial selection to test the evolvability of sexual size dimorphism per 
se under different forms of sex-specific selection, but also to test specific pre-
dictions about the evolvability of sexual size dimorphism based on 𝑉  esti-
mates from the quantitative genetics experiment. Sexual dimorphism was 
measured relative as the average female size divided by average male size 

within a family 𝑆𝐷 . I used direct progenitors of the quantitative ge-

netics experiment as the ancestral starting population for all selection lines 
(see Paper I for more details) and tested the effect of five different selection 
regimes on C. maculatus body size in females and/or males. For each selection 
regime two independent replicate lines were established, allowing insights 
into the repeatability of the effect of selection. I used family level selection as 
our artificial selection procedure, (i.e. I selected between families rather than 
between individuals). This was specifically chosen due to the focus to select 
on genetic variation underlying regulation of sexual size dimorphism. The sis-
ter-brother size ratio served as a proxy for this and can be interpreted as trait 
of parents that affects offspring quality. In other words, genetic architecture 
that facilitates sexually dimorphic offspring with large, fecund females and 
small, active males should have a selective advantage over genetic architec-
ture that may produce a similar number of offspring but constrains either or 
both sexes to reach their sex-specific fitness optima for body size. Similar 
family-level selection has been previously successfully employed to reduce 
𝑟 ,  in Silene plants, but without attempting to change mean differences be-
tween the sexes (Delph et al. 2011). 

In each selection regime I selected eight families (seven males and seven fe-
males) based on the respective selection criteria and then propagated the se-
lection line by paring adult beetles in fully factorial crosses, (excluding full-
sibling mating) resulting in 56 families in the next generation. In the random 
selection line (C), eight families were selected at random, as a control regime, 
where no particular phenotypic change due to lack of directionality in the se-
lection regime was expected. In the sex-limited selection regimes (SL), selec-
tion only targeted the phenotype of one sex, regardless of the phenotype of the 
opposite sex. Any change in the sex that was not under selection thus indicates 
a correlated selection response to the directional selection applied to the focal 
sex due to selection targeting shared genetic architecture. In the male limited 
selection lines (SLm & SLm), I selected families with the lowest or highest 
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male average body weight, respectively, regardless of the female body size. 
In the female limited selection line (SLf), I selected for families with the 
highest average female body weight, regardless of the male body weight. In 
the sexually antagonistic (SA) selection regime, I selected families with the 
highest relative difference between daughters and sons, i.e. increasing the nat-
urally occurring sexual size dimorphism in C. maculatus. 

Artificial selection is a useful ‘test of principle’, that can be used to examine 
whether selection applied with a certain strength and direction can cause a 
change in the phenotype. Artificial selection experiments cannot, however, 
provide direct insights into naturally occurring selection pressures over broad 
evolutionary timescales. 

Y introgression 
The results of the quantitative genetics and artificial selection experiments in 
Paper I suggested that the ancestral population (ANC) before selection had 
multiple segregating Y haplotypes with a large effect on male body size. To 
confirm and quantify the Y haplotype effect on male body size, I introgressed 
the Y lineage of each artificial selection line into an isogenic background, uti-
lizing the non-recombining, male limited inheritance pattern of the Y chromo-
some and the relatively short generation time of C. maculatus. The isogenic 
background used here was established from the same initial Lomé population 
and subject to more than 20 generations of inbreeding (Grieshop and Arnqvist 
2018). Backcrossing males from the artificial selection lines to an isogenic 
background reduced initial autosomal genetic differences between the males 
by 50% each generation, until the males from the different artificial selection 
lines after 13 generations of introgression were almost genetically identical 
twins (>99.98 % autosomal similarity), except for the Y chromosome. While 
the Y introgression isolated and confirmed the effect of Y haplotypes on male 
body size, it does not allow to directly identify underlying candidate genes. 
However, the Y introgression provided a great resource to identify and char-
acterize the Y haplotypes in Paper III. 

Sex chromosome identification 
Prior to this thesis, the C. maculatus genome (estimated genome size: 
~1.2 Gb) from a geographically different population has been assembled and 
candidate X (27.6 Mb out of an estimated X chromosome size of ~93 Mb) and 
Y chromosome (3 Mb out of an estimated Y chromosome size of ~18 Mb) 
contigs have been identified by assessing coverage differences between male 
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and female samples (Sayadi et al. 2019). In Paper III my main goal was to 
identify the C. maculatus Y chromosome and characterize molecular differ-
ences between two Y haplotypes using whole genome re-sequencing of males 
from two Y introgression lines (later referred to as YS & YL). PacBio HiFi 
long read sequencing was used to overcome challenges associated with as-
sembling the repeat rich C. maculatus Y chromosome. The longer the se-
quenced read, the easier it gets to confidently place the read in a unique place 
and orientation, allowing to extend the reads into contigs in the genome as-
sembly. Sequencing and genome assembly were done by Uppsala University 
SNP&SEQ Technology Platform as part of the National Genomics Infrastruc-
ture at the Science for Life Laboratory  

To confidently identify the contigs belonging to the sex chromosomes, a suit 
of different methods was applied. Each approach is further explained in the 
following paragraphs. 

Coverage difference between male and female reads using sex assignment 
through coverage (SATC) pipeline (Nursyifa et al. 2022). Males and female 
seed beetles share the same autosomes, and hence when mapping reads from 
male and female samples to an autosomal contig one would expect that there 
is no coverage difference between the sexes (i.e. male to female coverage ratio 
of 1:1). In contrast to autosomes, the sexes differ in the number of sex chro-
mosomes. While females have two copies of X, just like for autosomal chro-
mosomes, males are hemizygous for X (i.e. have only one copy of X). Hence 
for X contigs one would expect a coverage difference between males and fe-
males of 0.5:1. In other words, for female read the X contigs should have just 
as much coverage as the autosomal contig, while for male reads the X contigs 
should have half to coverage of autosomal contigs. The Y chromosome is lim-
ited to males, and therefore only reads from males but no reads from females 
should map to Y contigs, i.e. one would expect a 0.5:0 coverage difference 
between males and females. Just like for X contigs, Y contigs should have half 
the coverage compared to autosomal contigs when mapping male reads. In 
reality these simple ratio differences are often complicated due to several fac-
tors. Depending on how much the Y has degenerated, X and Y may still share 
high sequence similarities due to common ancestry and reads from either sex 
chromosome can map to the other. Similarly, even in degenerated Y chromo-
somes, X and Y may recombine and share the pseudo-autosomal region (this 
does not apply in systems of heterogametic achiasmy). Reads from repetitive 
regions or unequal distributions of repetitive regions across the sex chromo-
somes can also bias the coverage ratio. Additionally, even the sequencing 
methods may introduce bias, where certain regions are easier to sequence than 
others, in which case the reads do not accurately represent chromosomal abun-
dance. 
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Following the same logic, expression of Y-linked genes should be male biased 
in their expression pattern and X-linked genes could be female biased (assum-
ing no or incomplete dosage compensation). However, also autosomal genes 
can be male or female biased and this approach suffers from similar challenges 
for Y-linked genes with homologous genes on X chromosome or on the auto-
somes and thus male biased gene expression on its own is not reliable to iden-
tify Y contigs. However, gene expression patterns do provide an expectation 
that can be tested for identified Y contigs. 

Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) allows to amplify a specific genetic region 
dictated by a primer pair. Since only males have the Y chromosome, a Y chro-
mosome specific primer pair should only yield an amplified PCR product in 
male samples. Because the primer pair is required to be specific for the Y 
sequence, this approach requires prior information about candidate Y se-
quences. Designing a Y chromosome specific primer pair may be more chal-
lenging when there are high sequence similarities between Y and X chromo-
some or the autosomes due to shared ancestry or shared repetitive content. 
However, a primer pair that reliably amplifies genetic material in male but not 
female samples provides strong evidence for this sequence to be on the Y 
chromosome, enabling molecular sexing. 

When comparing the assembled genome of the two male Y introgression lines 
(YS & YL) against each other, Y contigs should show a different point muta-
tion pattern from autosomal and X contigs. Due to the property of the Y intro-
gression lines, both male assemblies should be identical for the maternally 
inherited X chromosome, nearly identical for the autosomes, but different for 
the Y haplotype. Hence, one could expect elevated single nucleotide variants 
(SNV) between the Y contigs, intermediate SNV between autosomal contigs 
and no SNV between the X contigs. Further, because each introgression line 
was founded from one single patriline (i.e. from one single haploid Y lineage), 
Y contigs should not show any shared SNV, commonly referred to as single 
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) but only have fixed SNVs. In contrast, all 
autosomal differences from remaining segregating variation in the inbred line 
used for the introgression should be shared among both YS and YL males, and 
a higher ratio of SNPs compared to fixed SNVs should be expected between 
autosomal contigs. Importantly, identified differences between the Y contigs 
may indicate candidate genes that underlie the large effect of the Y haplotype 
on male body size. 

Gene ontology and functional enrichment analysis 
In contrast to the direct association of genetic variance with sexually dimor-
phic body size through quantitative genetics in Paper I & II, inference about 
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the functional contribution of individual candidate genes or groups of genes 
to a phenotype is often indirect. Testing the direct effect of a gene on a phe-
notype in an organism is achieved via a combination of knockdown followed 
by restoration of the gene and is a laborious process that requires established 
genetic tools that are often unavailable for non-model organisms. A common 
way to indirectly infer the function of a gene in non-model organisms is 
through functional annotation via gene ontology. Gene sequences and func-
tions are often conserved across species, thus if the function of a gene is known 
and conserved across several model organisms, one can assume that a homol-
ogous gene in the focal organism serves a similar function. Such gene ontol-
ogy functions are categorized into hierarchical functional groups, where sev-
eral genes that are, for example, associated with cell proliferation are in the 
same parental functional group associated with growth. In functional enrich-
ment analysis, I ask if functional annotation terms or groups in a given set of 
focal genes (i.e. Y-linked genes in Paper III or genes with sex-specific dom-
inance in Paper IV) are significantly overrepresented as compared to all genes 
with functional annotations in the C. maculatus genome, or a specific refer-
ence set of genes. Especially in focal species that are distant from model or-
ganisms, functional annotations through gene ontology are likely to miss spe-
cies specific genes or genes with fast evolving sequences, which may bias both 
the focal as well as the reference set of functionally annotated genes. 

Gene expression 
The expression pattern of a gene is commonly used as a proxy for its activity 
or function in terms of transcript quantity as well as spatial and temporal dis-
tribution. Gene expression is measured by sequencing and quantifying RNA 
reads. For Paper III & IV, I quantified gene expression by mapping RNA-
seq reads of virgin male and female abdomens (including the reproductive 
tissue) to the generated YS reference genome in Paper III. All beetles used 
for gene expression analysis stem from three pairwise, reciprocal inbred line 
crosses (see methods of Paper IV for more details about the crossings and 
sample sizes). The inbred lines were directly derived from inbred lines that 
have been shown to exhibit dominance variance reversal for male and female 
fitness when crossed fully factorially (Grieshop and Arnqvist 2018). RNA was 
extracted from males and females from all parental inbred lines as well as from 
F1 hybrids. Paternal inbred beetles are assumed to be homozygous for most 
loci while F1 hybrids are assumed to be heterozygous for all loci where the 
pairwise crossed parental inbred lines are fixed for different alleles. 
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Sex-biased gene expression 
We used DESeq2 (Love et al. 2014) to detect sex-biased gene expression by 
analyzing differential expression of genes as a log2-fold change between ho-
mozygous males and females. Sex-biased genes with higher transcript abun-
dance in one sex compared to the other are candidates that may underlie phe-
notypic differences between the sexes and thus may reflect sex-specific fitness 
optima in expression levels. Note that transcript abundance does not neces-
sarily linearly translate into protein abundance or phenotype and can vary be-
tween genes (Lu et al. 2007; Maier et al. 2011; Masuda et al. 2009; Nie et al. 
2006). 

Dominance in gene expression 
In Paper IV, I tested if heterozygous F1 males and females show different 
patterns of transcript abundance due to sex-specific dominance in gene ex-
pression. In this analysis I considered all genes where the parental inbred lines 
(e.g. AA and BB genotype) are fixed for different alleles or for different reg-
ulatory elements (either for cis- or trans-regulatory elements) affecting gene 
expression at that loci, i.e. where genotype AA and BB showed differences in 
gene expression. If the mechanism underlying differences in gene expression 
for gene 𝑖 is additive, then the expression level of gene 𝑖 in AB F1 heterozy-
gotes should be the mean between both parental expression levels, 

𝐴𝐵  
𝐴𝐴 𝐵𝐵

2
 

and any deviance from this mean indicates dominance. The dominance coef-
ficient ℎ  is calculated as: 

ℎ
𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐵
𝐴𝐴 𝐵𝐵

 

Were ℎ 0.5 indicates no dominance, ℎ 1 indicates that B is dominant 
over A and ℎ 0 indicates that A is dominant over B. 

Theory predicts that sex-specific dominance modifier should evolve when 
males and females have different fitness optima for gene expression in loci 
(Fisher 1928; Spencer and Priest 2016). In other words, assuming that 𝐴𝐴  is 
favorable in females but 𝐵𝐵  is favorable in males, then dominance modifiers 
should evolve so that ℎ ℎ . Note that in this example ℎ ℎ  would 
accelerate the sexual conflict in heterozygotes rather than resolving it. 
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Summary of the research papers 

Paper I – Rapid evolution of sexual size dimorphism is 
facilitated by Y-linked genetic variance. 
C. maculatus shows pronounced sexual size dimorphism, where females are 
~50% larger than their male counterparts, yet male and female beetles are 
closely tied to each other by sharing the majority of their genome and it is not 
well understood how the sexes reach different phenotypes while relying on 
the same genes. In this study, we set out to characterize the genetic architec-
ture of body size in each sex that could allow males and females to express 
different body size phenotypes using quantitative genetics in a large-scale 
breeding design. We then tested the evolvability of sexual size dimorphism 
during ten generations of replicated artificial selection under five different re-
gimes, namely random selection (C); sexually antagonistic (SA) selection, 
where selection targets both males and females, selecting to increase the ex-
isting size difference; and three different regimes of sex-limited (SL) selec-
tion, where directional selection was applied exclusively to males in SLm and 
SLm, selecting for smaller and larger male body size, respectively, or exclu-
sively to females SLf, selecting for increased female body size. Finally, we 
introgressed differently selected Y lineages at the end of the artificial selection 
experiment into an inbred autosomal background to isolate and quantify the 
effect of Y haplotypes on male body size.  

In the quantitative genetics experiment, we show that body size in both sexes 
has a high narrow-sense heritability ℎ , , 0.684; ℎ , , 0.741 . In 
other words, the majority of observed body size variance in both sexes can be 
attributed due to standing additive genetic variance for body size and only a 
small part of body size variance remains unexplained (residual variance). No-
tably, we find that maternal environment does not significantly contribute to 
body size variation. Males and females share genetic architecture for body 
size, showing a high positive intersexual genetic correlation for autosomal ad-
ditive genetic variance 𝑟 , 0.924 . In other words, autosomal additive 
genetic variance affects body size in both sexes similarly (in terms of direc-
tion), hence an autosomal allele causing males to be smaller would similarly 
cause females to be smaller, which could potentially constrain further evolu-
tion of sexual size dimorphism. However, we also detect differences in genetic 
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variances between the sexes, most prominently, additive genetic variance 
linked to the male limited Y chromosome (<2% of the male genome) explains 
as much of the observed male body size variation as the total additive genetic 
variance from all autosomes and the X chromosome combined. This suggests 
that male body size could evolve through male exclusive genetic variance 
without affecting female body size. Further we detect substantial dominance 
variance for female but not male body size, as well as genetic variance for 
sexual size dimorphism itself. Taken together, the genetic architecture of body 
size is largely shared between males and females but multiple substantial sex-
specific differences in genetic architecture highlight that sexual size dimor-
phism in C. maculatus can potentially evolve through multiple mechanisms. 

In line with the high observed narrow sense heritability, male and female body 
size responded rapidly to artificial selection. The responses of sexual dimor-
phism (SD), as the ratio of female over male body size, under different selec-
tion regimes are shown in Fig. 2. Random selection (C) did not significantly 
change either SD nor body size in males nor females compared to the ancestral 
population. In all three regimes, where selection could target Y-linked genetic 
variance associated with male body size (SA, SLm & SLm), SD changed con-
sistently with a larger response of male body size due to Y-linked variation 
that would not affect female body size. Similar to SA, where we actively se-
lected for increased size dimorphism, SD also significantly increased in SLm, 
because female body size responded less relatively to male body size, which 
was under directional selection for smaller size. SD decreased significantly in 
SLm, where again female body size responded less relative to male body size, 
which was under directional selection for larger size. Contrasting to the male 
limited selection and in line with the high observed 𝑟 , , in SLf, where selec-
tion was blind to Y-linked variation, male body size responded similarly to 
female size and SD did not change significantly compared to the ancestral 
population. Importantly, SD increased significantly more in SA compared to 
SLm, and well after the Y variation became fixed, suggesting that SD evolved 
through multiple mechanisms and is not limited solely to Y-linked genetic 
variance. 
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Figure 2 | Evolution of sexual dimorphism (SD) during ten generations of artifi-
cial family-level selection. SD was calculated within each family as the ratio of the 
average female (n = 7) and male (n = 7) body size. The boxplot in grey serves as a 
reference, indicating the SD of the ancestral population for all lines (n = 161 families) 
and the average ancestral SD (red dashed line). a–d, SD of the selected families (n = 
8) in each line and generation under: random selection (a); SA selection (b); male-
limited selection (increased and decreased male body size in orange and blue, respec-
tively) (c); and female-limited selection for increased body size (d). Boxplots indicate 
the 25th, median and 75th percentiles, whiskers extend by 1.5 times the interquartile 
range. 

Y introgression confirmed that SLm selected a Y haplotype that is different 
from Y haplotypes in all other selection regime (Fig. 3). Males with the SLm 
haplotype are significantly larger than males with any other isolated Y haplo-
type and the SLm Y haplotype significantly reduces body size SD. Suggesting 
that our focal C. maculatus population have at least two different segregating 
Y haplotypes that cause substantial differences in SD, and that the haplotype 
associated with increased SD is more common. 
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Figure 3 | Isolated effect of the Y chromosome on body size in an isogenic genetic 
common garden. Body size of males (n = 109) and females (n = 97) after 13 genera-
tions of Y lineage introgression into a common isogenic background (shown in grey, 
males n = 113; females n = 113). Boxplots for different selection regimes and replicate 
lines are colour-coded; the red bars indicate the average body size at the end of the 
artificial selection, before the introgression. Introgression unified the genetic back-
ground (>99.97% expected autosomal similarity to the isogenic background), apart 
from the non-recombining Y chromosome. Males with the SLm Y haplotype are sig-
nificantly larger and less sexually dimorphic compared to all other Y haplotypes 
tested. Boxplots indicate the 25th, median and 75th percentiles; whiskers extend by 
1.5 times the interquartile range. 

Our results show that a degenerated Y chromosome can play a central role in 
elevating sexual conflict and facilitate the evolution of SD of a sexually ho-
mologous trait that goes beyond primary male reproduction. 
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Paper II –Sexually antagonistic selection maintains 
genetic variance when sexual dimorphism evolves. 
In Paper I we characterized the genetic architecture of C. maculatus body size 
variation, identified multiple pathways through which body size SD may 
evolve and could show that SD can indeed evolve over ten generations of ar-
tificial selection. Here in Paper II we repeated the quantitative genetics anal-
ysis after artificial selection for the selection regimes C (abbreviated RS in 
this paper), SA & SLm (abbreviated ML in this paper) and compared the re-
maining genetic variances in each regime to each other and to the ancestral 
population (ANC). 

The genetic variance in all three selection regimes was significantly reduced 
compared to ANC, which was expected due to the limited effective population 
size during the artificial selection. The fact that even directional selection in 
ML did not completely deplete additive genetic variance for male body size 
suggests that many small effect, additive genetic loci contribute to body size. 
Inconsistencies between replicates lines under drift alone (RS) as well as con-
sistency between replicate lines under selection (SA & ML) suggest that there 
are also major effect loci associated with body size in C. maculatus. Further, 
we do not detect a reduced autosomal intersexual genetic correlation 𝑟 ,  in 
any selection regime or line, even in lines where SD increased significantly. 
Note however, that we cannot rule out that 𝑟 ,  was reduced at any stage dur-
ing the artificial selection experiment as we measured 𝑟 ,  before and after 
but not during selection. 

While the phenotypic response as well as the cumulative selection differential 
for male body size were similar between the SA and ML selection regimes, 
SA selection maintained significantly more genetic variance for body size than 
male limited directional selection (Fig. 4), the same pattern holds true for male 
and female body size separately. Hence, we find direct empirical evidence for 
the hypothesis that sexually antagonistic selection has the potential to main-
tain genetic variance. Interestingly, both replicate lines of SA maintained sim-
ilar levels of dominance variance specific to female body size as compared to 
ANC, suggesting that sex-specific dominance may facilitate the evolution of 
SD. After the artificial selection, we do not see any (or close to zero) Y-linked 
genetic variance across all selection line, which was expected given that the 
Y chromosome does not recombine and thus should act like one super gene 
haplotype, which would reach fixation quickly under selection and is in line 
with observed fixation of Y lineages during the artificial selection in most se-
lection regimes in Paper I. Drift is also likely to fix one Y haplotype, due to 
the even smaller effective population size of Y. 
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Fig. 4 | Sexually antagonistic selection (SA) maintained more genetic variance 
(VG) associated with C. maculatus body size compared to the directional male 
limited selection (ML). Violin plots show the posterior distribution of VG in the an-
cestral (ANC) population and after ten generations of artificial selection (ML or SA). 
*** = posterior difference 99.99% CI does not overlap zero. Note that replicate lines 
a and b are presented together because they do not significantly differ among the rep-
licate lines within selection regimes. 
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Paper III – Assembly of polymorphic Y chromosomes 
reveals molecular basis of variation in male body size. 
In Paper I we isolated the effect of Y haplotypes on male body size through 
Y introgression into an isogenic background, here we sequenced two intro-
gression lines (SLm & SLm) using long read sequencing. Relying on a suit 
of different methods, we identify and characterize a large proportion of the 
previously unknown Y chromosome in C. maculatus and identify molecular 
differences between the two predicted Y haplotypes (SLm: YS; SLm: YL) that 
have a major effect on sexual size dimorphism. We performed additional phe-
notypic assays using the YL and YS introgression lines, to explore further ef-
fects of the Y haplotypes onto other key life-history traits in males, including 
lifespan, ejaculate weight and reproductive capacity. 

Using the assembled YS introgression line genome (YS is the more common 
Y haplotype) as our reference genome in this study, we identified four Y con-
tigs and eight X contigs, yielding 10.1 Mb (~56% of the predicted Y chromo-
some length in C. maculatus) as well as 58.6 Mb (~63% of the predicted X 
chromosome length), respectively. In contrast to Drosophila, the Y chromo-
some in C. maculatus is gene rich, containing over 400 genes, many of which 
are ampliconic and have both autosomal paralogs as well as X gametologs. 
The Y chromosome is enriched for genes associated with metabolic rate, im-
mune response, response to stimulation as well as cell proliferation and devel-
opmental processes, suggesting that functions of Y-linked genes in C. macu-
latus go beyond male primary reproductive function and body size regulation. 

In line with other eukaryotes, C. maculatus carries a single autosomal copy of 
a growth regulator gene called target of rapamycin (TOR) that is conserved 
across all eukaryotes (Wullschleger et al. 2006). Unlike any other eukaryote 
genome that has been examined so far (with the exception of some yeast 
strains that have two autosomal TOR genes), C. maculatus has an additional 
TOR gene on the Y chromosome. This suggests that through autosome to Y 
transposition C. maculatus beetles have acquired a male limited way of regu-
lating a deeply conserved growth pathway. Even more surprisingly, the two Y 
haplotypes YS and YL differ in copy number of TOR. The more common YS 
haplotype – associated with increased sexual dimorphism – has two additional 
TOR genes compared to the YL haplotype (Fig. 5). Consistent with additional, 
functional male limited TOR genes, TOR gene expression is male biased in 
adult beetles. Overexpression of TOR in amoeba and Drosophila has been 
shown to inhibit growth (Hennig and Neufeld 2002; Swer et al. 2016), and 
assuming a similar effect in C. maculatus, this is in line with highest body size 
in females with an autosomal TOR (i.e. two TOR copies since autosomal 
genes are diploid), intermediate body size in YL males with a total of three 
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TOR copies and smallest body size in YS males with a total of five TOR cop-
ies. 

 
Figure 5 | TOR region on the Y (blue) and on the autosome (yellow). The TOR 
region is split into four different genes. Transcripts belonging to the same gene are 
highlighted in the same colour. Gene synteny across all TOR regions in both Y hap-
lotypes is conserved. A) YS haplotype, showing the three TOR regions. Note that we 
here only present the relevant region of the whole Y contig. B) YL contig containing 
the TOR region in the YL haplotype (blue, showing the whole contig) and the autoso-
mal TOR region (yellow, from the annotated YS assembly). 

Besides the TOR copy number variation, we detect fixed difference in or in 
close proximity to over 100 genes between the two Y haplotypes. And remark-
ably, in the phenotypic assays, YS males sire more offspring from a single non-
competitive mating opportunity compared to the larger YL. 
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Paper IV – Signatures of sex-specific dominance in 
gene expression. 
In Paper IV we examine the hypothesis that sexual antagonism should drive 
the evolution of sex-specific dominance modifiers (Spencer and Priest 2016). 
Sex-specific modification of dominance should have a selective advantage in 
heterozygous individuals when it allows the beneficial allele in each sex to be 
dominant over the deleterious allele (Fisher 1928) and sexual antagonism has 
the potential to maintain both alleles at intermediate frequencies (Connallon 
and Chenoweth 2019), which increases opportunities for the selective ad-
vantage of sex-specific dominance to play out. Here we analyze gene expres-
sion of three independent inbred line crosses and test whether a genome wide 
signal of dominance variance reversal between male and female fitness in 
C. maculatus (Grieshop and Arnqvist 2018) is reflected in sex-specific domi-
nance modification of gene expression. 

We find that dominance in autosomal gene expression is highly positively cor-
related between males and females, suggesting that dominance in gene expres-
sion is not generally driven by sex-specific dominance modifiers but largely 
depends on mechanisms that are shared by both sexes. However, we indeed 
detect several hundred transcripts that show pronounced sex-specific domi-
nance in expression, suggesting that sex-specific dominance modifiers could 
resolve sexual conflict on the transcript expression level. However, it remains 
challenging to empirically estimate sexual conflict associated with any given 
loci (Kasimatis et al. 2017) and as a potential outcome of sexual conflict, sex 
biased gene expression has been used as a signature for sexual conflict. We 
do not find a conclusive relationship between sex-specific dominance and di-
rection of sex-bias in gene expression, suggesting that sex-specific dominance 
and sex-bias may be the result of sexual antagonism on different timescales 
and/or strength. Functional enrichment analysis reveals that genes with sex-
specific dominance are functionally enriched for traits that have previously 
been shown to be under sexually antagonistic selection in C. maculatus, in-
cluding autosomal genes involved in the TOR signaling pathway (see Paper 
III). Albeit limited by indirect inference of ongoing sexual antagonism 
through functional association with traits known to be sexually antagonistic in 
C. maculatus, our results are in line with the prediction that sexual antagonism 
leads to the evolution of sex specific dominance modifiers. And hence, such 
modifiers should contribute to ameliorate sexual conflict over sexually antag-
onistic alleles, and are likely reflected in the previously described dominance 
reversal of fitness variation in C. maculatus (Grieshop and Arnqvist 2018). 
How closely the pattern from the gene expression levels translate into fitness 
awaits further exploration. 
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Conclusion and future prospects 

By combining complementary methods such as genomic approaches, quanti-
tative genetics, artificial selection, Y introgression as well as phenotypic as-
says we have been able to explore and cross-validate the genetic underpin-
nings of sexual size dimorphism in C. maculatus. 

The central and consistent finding throughout this thesis is that Y-linked ge-
netic variance, particularly differences between two identified Y haplotypes, 
facilitate the evolution of sexual dimorphism in C. maculatus. Our work high-
lights the potential of the Y chromosome, highly diverged from the X chro-
mosome, to play a central role in the resolution of sexual conflict that goes far 
beyond the primary male reproductive function. While genes on the Y can be 
harmful to females through interlocus sexual conflict (Lund-Hansen et al. 
2021), here we find that Y-linked genes can be beneficial to females by re-
solving intralocus sexual conflict. This in line with proposed accumulation of 
sexually antagonistic alleles under the canonical model for Y chromosome 
evolution (Charlesworth and Charlesworth 1979). The potential for Y limited 
growth regulation via TOR and especially the identified TOR copy number 
variation between the Y haplotypes are promising candidate regions that war-
rant further experiments such as measuring TOR expression at relevant devel-
opmental larval stages, exploring the evolutionary history of the TOR trans-
location by investigating the location and number of TOR genes in closely 
related species and manipulating the function of TOR via rapamycin. While 
the Y chromosome has recently gained more attention in the evolution of sex-
ual dimorphism its role clearly remains underexplored. 

The gene content on the C. maculatus Y chromosome is strikingly different 
from the Y chromosome in Drosophila melanogaster in terms of gene density, 
gene number and also gene homology. This may suggest that the Y chromo-
some evolution has been shaped by different selection pressures in both spe-
cies, highlighting the necessity to study Y chromosome evolution in species 
more closely related to C. maculatus. 

Due to the isogenic genetic background, the Y introgression lines provide an 
exciting resource to explore potential trans-regulatory effects of the Y chro-
mosome onto X-linked and autosomal gene expression. This can be 
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accomplished by comparing gene expression between YS and YL males as well 
as between males and females. 

We find empirical evidence that sexually antagonistic selection on a polygenic 
trait does indeed maintain additive genetic variance associated with the trait 
under selection. Persistence of female specific dominance under sexually an-
tagonistic selection is in line with theory that sex-specific dominance is central 
to the maintenance of intermediate allele frequency through sexually antago-
nistic selection (Kidwell et al. 1977). Consistent with this, we find signatures 
of sex-specific dominance in gene expression to be functionally enriched for 
traits that are known to be under sexually antagonistic selection in C. macula-
tus. 

Besides the large effect of Y-linked genetic variance, which quickly reached 
fixation in our artificial selection experiment, we conclude that sexual size 
dimorphism can likely evolve through multiple mechanisms including sex-
specific dominance, autosomal genetic variance for sexual size dimorphism 
and X-linked genetic variance or a combination thereof, depending on the se-
lection regime. 

Rapid evolution of sexual dimorphism in either direction during the artificial 
selection experiments suggests that body size dimorphism in C. maculatus is 
currently not under active selection. 
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Svensk sammanfattning 

Hannar och honor har ett gemensamt mål, att producera avkomma. Men stra-
tegin på vilket sätt det sker är ofta olika mellan könen och det kan ge upphov 
till konflikter som man brukar kalla för; könskonflikter. Honor, enligt definit-
ionen, har större könsceller (ägg) än hannar (spermier) och den basala skillna-
den i investeringen i könsceller kan i förlängningen ge upphov till olika stra-
tegier. Skillnader, som uppkommer till följd av de olika strategierna, leder till 
olika optimala tillvägagångssätt hos könen för att maximera sin reproduktiva 
framgång. Till exempel hos fröbaggen, Callosobruchus maculatus, är det 
bättre för honor att ha en stor kroppsstorlek eftersom stora honor har en högre 
fertilitet medans hannar istället gynnas av att ha en liten kroppsstorlek, troligt-
vis för att det ger en ökad rörlighet. Med andra ord, kroppsstorlek är en sexu-
ellt antagonistisk egenskap som leder till att hannar och honor får olika 
kroppsstorlek. Hos många arter, precis som hos fröbaggar, är just kroppsstor-
lek ofta kopplad till reproduktiv framgång hos både hannar och honor och vi 
ser ofta en skillnad i kroppsstorlek mellan könen. På grund av att hannar och 
honor delar en stor del av genomet och att gener påverkar ofta könen på lik-
nande sätt, är evolutionen av egenskaper som till exempel kroppsstorlek starkt 
knutna mellan könen. Om man föreställer sig en gen som påverkar tillväxt och 
som har två distinkta alleler (varianter av en och samma gen) så skulle den 
allel som ger ökad tillväxt vara fördelaktig hos honor men missgynnsam då 
den överförs till hanlig avkomma. Hannar däremot skulle gynnas av den andra 
allelen, den som ger en mindre tillväxt. Det här leder till en konflikt mellan 
könen när det handlar om vilken allel som ska användas, ett fenomen som 
brukar kallas intralokus könskonflikt och det kan leda till att inget av könen 
når sin optimala storlek för att maximera sin reproduktiva framgång. Om det 
finns en sådan konflikt tros den leda till att båda allelerna kommer att finnas 
kvar (det kommer alltså bidra till att bibehålla den genetiska variationen) till 
skillnad från om samma allel skulle gynnas hos båda könen så skulle den fixe-
ras och den mindre gynnsamma allelen skulle försvinna (den genetiska vari-
ationen för den genen skulle då minska). Trots att könen ofta har väldigt olika 
egenskaper, är det inte helt klarlagt hur skillnader mellan kön kan uppkomma 
trots den starka genetiska korrelationen mellan dem och detta har varit en på-
gående fråga inom evolutionär biologi under väldigt lång tid. En bakomlig-
gande mekanism kan vara att en intralokus könskonflikt upphör om gener med 
olika optima i hannar och honor nedärvs olika mellan könen (till exempel om 
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allelen kopplas till en könskromosom) eller om responsen av en specifik allel 
blir starkare om den nedärvs hos ett av könen, det kön där allelen är gynnsam 
(detta brukar benämnas könsspecifik dominans). 

I min avhandling undersöker jag den underliggande genetiska arkitekturen av 
just kroppsstorlek och skillnader mellan könen hos fröbaggen, C. maculatus 
och om olika typer av selektion kan påverka den skillnad i kroppsstorlek vi 
ser mellan könen. Vidare undersöker jag också om sexuellt antagonistiskt ur-
val bibehåller en högre grad av genetisk variation jämfört med om urvalet 
gynnar samma allel hos båda könen. 

Trots att den genetiska arkitekturen för kroppsstorlek till stor del delas mellan 
hannar och honor hos C. maculatus finns det tydliga skillnader mellan könen. 
Tydligast är att genetisk variation på Y-kromosomen har stor effekt på hanlig 
kroppsstorlek och att en betydlig del av honlig kroppsstorlek kan förklaras av 
specifik honlig variation från dominans förhållanden mellan alleler. Y-kromo-
somen nedärvs endast från far till son och kommer således aldrig att finnas 
hos döttrar. Gener som är kopplade till Y-kromosmen påverkar därför inte 
kroppsstorlek hos honor och det kan alltså aldrig finnas en intralokus köns-
konflikt hos dessa gener. På grund av detta kan sexuell dimorfism (olikheter 
mellan könen) snabbt evolvera genom variation som finns på Y-kromosomen 
under både sexuellt antagonistiskt urval, samt riktat urval begränsat till hanar. 
I kontrast till detta, under riktat urval enbart mot honlig kroppsstorlek, en form 
av urval som inte kommer åt genetisk variation kopplat till Y-kromosomen, 
förändrades inte den sexuella dimorfismen. Vidare, genom att skapa och jäm-
föra i stort sett identiska tvillingbröder som bara skiljer sig åt i Y-kromosomen 
men som annars delar samma genom kan jag visa att det finns minst två olika 
haplotyper av Y-kromosomen (YS & YL) som har stor effekt på hanlig kropps-
storlek. 

Hannar med YS haplotypen är signifikant mindre är hannar med YL. Genom att 
använda genomiska metoder identifierade jag den tidigare icke-karaktärise-
rade Y-kromosomen i C. maculatus och karaktäriserade även de molekylära 
skillnaderna mellan Y haplotyperna. I linje med de stora effekterna som Y-
kromosmen har på kropssstorlek så finns det på fröbaggarnas Y-kromosom en 
välkänd gen som reglerar tillväxt, den kallas ”target of rapamycin” (TOR). 
Bortsett från några obligata parasiter har TOR en strikt bevarad sekvens och 
funktion hos eukaryoter. C. maculatus honor delar en autosomal TOR gen 
med hannar men de har ingen könsspecifik TOR-gen. Att notera är att YS och 
YL har olika antal TOR gener. Om TOR gener uttrycks i hög grad har man hos 
andra insekter sett att det hämmar tillväxt och i linje med detta är fröbagge 
honor med två autosomala TOR gener störst, YL hannar med en ytterliggare 
TOR gen på Y-kromosomen är intermediär i kroppsstrolek och YS hannar med 
totalt ytterliggare tre TOR gener på Y-kromosomen är minst. Detta 
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sammantaget pekar på att TOR generna på Y-kromosomen är troliga kandidat 
gener och är troligtvis centrala i evolutionen av sexuell dimorfism i könsstor-
lek hos C. maculatus. 

I mitt arbete kom jag även fram till att sexuellt antagonistiskt urval kan bättre 
bevara autosomal genetisk variation jämfört med riktat urval begränsat till 
hannar där intralokus könskonflikt är i stort sett obefintlig för att urvalet end-
ast påverkar ett av könen. Upprätthållande av genetisk variation under sexuellt 
antagonistiskt urval är i synnerhet förväntad när sexuellt antagonistiska alleler 
uppvisar könsspecifik dominans. Intressant är att honspecifik dominans var 
upprätthålld helt under sexuellt anatgonistiskt urval men försvann helt under 
urval begränsat till hannar. Modifikation av en könsspecifik dominans kan 
evolvera som en respons till sexuellt antagonistiskt urval. I överensstämmelse 
med detta såg vi att gener som uppvisar drag av könsspecifik dominans i deras 
uttryck påträffas ofta i egenskaper som vi vet är under sexuellt antagonistiskt 
urval hos C. maculatus. 

Sammanfattningsvis, sexuell dimorfism hos C. maculatus möjliggörs troligt-
vis genom en kombination av kopplingar till könskromosomer och genom 
könsspecifik dominans. 

Kindly translated by Johanna Liljestrand-Rönn and R. Axel. W. Wiberg 
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